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UNITED STATES

Circuit Court of Appeals,

NINTH JUDICIAL DISTRICr.

October Ternn, 1893.

John H. Stone,
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vs.

The United States of America,

Defendant in Error.

BRIEF OF PLAINTIFF IN ERROR.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE.

. This action was brought by the United States against

the defendant, John H. Stone, and the complaint filed

and served on the 13th day of May, 189^.

There are two actions, the first of which was for

damages for the unlawful taking of timber from certain

public lands of the United States alleged to lie in the

State of Idaho, and converting the same into railroad

ties, and also for the unlawful taking and conversion of

timber trees and converting the same into saw logs from

the same lands, to the aggregate value of $237,283.40.



The second action was against Stone and two other

defendants as partners, doing business as the Spokane

Fuel Company, and was for the value of certain cord

wood taken from the same land.

The cases having been tried together and vei diets

rendered by one jury it is necessary to consider the pro-

ceedings in both cases, to the extent that the second

case affects the first, although only the first case is here

for review on the merits. The verdict in the second

case having been on motion of defendant Stone set

aside and vacated by the District Court.

The action, as already observed, was for the value of

the timber alleged to have been taken, and involved

first, the question of the unlawfulness of the taking,

and second, the value. The answer of the defendant

denied the allegations of the unlawful taking and also

the value.

One of the defenses set up in each of the cases was

to the effect that in the month of April, 1891, the defen-

dant Stone was indicted in the United States District

Court at Boise City, in the District of Idaho, for the

same trespasses for which this action was brought, under

Section 2461 of the Revised Statutes of the United

States. That he was arraigned upon said indictments,

some twenty in number, and pleaded not guilty ;
that

he was afterwards tried upon said indictments and

acquitted by the verdict of the jury, and was discharged

therefrom, and all of said indictments were dismissed,

and offered to prove this defense by production of the

record of acquittal and discharge.



Ill the answer in the second case a copy of one of the

indictments, which inchided the snbject matter of nine

others, with which it was selected for trial, was made

part of the answer, and the defendant insisted that this

defense was a bar to the action, the facts being nndis-

piited. To this the plaintiff demurred in both cases as

not stating an}^ defense. These demnrrers were sus-

tained by the Court and the defendant excepted, and

this ruling is here claimed to have been erroneous.

The defendant then, by leave of Court, amended a prior

portion of the answer in which he pleaded a justifica-

tion of the alleged taking of the ties by reason that

:

First, they were taken from the lands granted to the

Northern Pacific Railroad Company by Act of Congress

organizing said corporation, and that if any ties were

taken from lands of the United States they were taken

for the corporations named in the answer, viz., for the

construction of the Spokane and Palonse Railway Com-

pany's road, and the road of the Central Washington

Railroad Company, was authorized under the Act of

Congress of March 3d, 1875, which permitted these

roads to cut and take timber from lands adjacent to said

lines of road for purposes of construction.

The cases when called f )r trial were consolidated by

the order of the Court, and tried together before the

Court and a jury, a proceeding to which tlie defendant

did not consent, but to which no exception was taken,

and which, under the circumstances, we may say was

justifiable, as it saved the expense of a double trial.

In impaneling the jury, the defendant challenged

peremptorily one John Giffen. Three peremptor}'

t



challenges having alread}' been exercised, the plaintiff

denied the right of the defendant to challenge more

than three jnrors, and the Conrt sustained the plaintiff's

objection to the challenge, thus limiting the peremptory

challenges at the trial to three jurors for the two cases,

and Giffen remained upon the jury. This ruling is

assigned as error.

During the progress of the trial the defendant offered

certified copies of the indictments against him in the

District Court of Idaho, and of the verdict and judg-

ment of acquittal, on account of the trespasses sued

upon in this case, as evidence that the issues had been

tried between plaintiff and defendant and were now res

adjudicata. The Court, on plaintiff's objection, rejected

the testimony, and this ruling is assigned as error.

During the progress of the trial the defendant intro-

duced evidence to show that the timber alleged to have

been cut for ties was furnished for tlie construction of

the Spokane and Palouse Railway and the Central

Washington Railroad. That it was the nearest suitable

and available timber to said roads, and the nearest

which was fit to be used in the construction. That the

defendant had been regularly appointed as agent of

said roads and authorized to take timber under the law

for their use in construction, and contended that the

same under these circumstances was lawful. The

Court, on the objection of the plaintiff to this proof of

defendant's agency, rejected it, and this ruling is as-

signed as error.

There were other exceptions to the proceedings which

is unnecessary in this preliminary statement of the



case to present as they will appear specifically in the

formal assignment of errors.

The jnr}' returned a verdict in the first case, the one

now before the Court, in favor of the plaintiff for the

sum of $19,000, and in the second case for $3,500.

Judgment was entered for the plaintiff in the first

case on the aSth day of April, 1893, and the verdict in

the second case was, on motion of the defendant, set

aside. A bill of exceptions with the evidence bearing

on the questions raised therein was dul}^ settled, and

the case is now here upon a writ of error based on the

record, and the exceptions thus settled. The f)llowing

is the formal assignment of errors :

ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS.

Upon the record and proceedings in this case the

plaintiff assigns tlie following errors :

First. The Court erred in sustaining the demurrer

of the plaintiff to the matter pleaded in the defendant's

answer, setting up the defense of the f)rmer verdict

upon the indictments found against defendant, in the

United States District Court of the District of Idaho,

because the same was a good defense to tliis action and

barred the same.

SecoJid. The Court erred in sustaining the demurrer

to the answer ot the defendant, Stone, in the action

against the said defendant, and his co-defendants,

Kegler and Noonan, in wliich the defendant pleaded the

defense of a former verdict upon indictments which



were found, and upon wliich he was upon trial acquitted,

in tlie United States District Court of the District of

Idaho, because said matter presented a good defense to

this action, and barred the same.

Third. The Court erred in denying the challenge to

the juror John Giffen, on the trial of these actions,

because the two cases of the United States vs. John H.

Stone, and the United States vs. John H. Stone, et al.^

had been consolidated on plaintiff's motion, and such

proceeding, if same should result in depriving parties

defendant of the right to challenge, which they would

enjoy if the cases were separatel}' tried, was a denial of

rights conferred by statute, and that in such trial as

this, the party or parties defendant were entitled to

three peremptor3' challenges in each case to be tried.

Fourth. The Court erred in excluding the indict-

ment record and proceedings of the United States Dis-

trict Court of the District of Idaho, in the case of the

United States vs. John H. Stone and the cases tried

therewith, and in its refusal to permit the same to be

read in evidence to the jur}^ ; because said record and

proceedings, as evidence, were a bar to this action to the

extent to which the}- applied, and were competent evi-

dence to support the denials of the answer, as well as a

bar to the plaintiff's right to recover.

Fifth. The Court erred in excluding from the jur}^,

as evidence, the appointment of the defendant, John H.

Stone, as agent of the Central Washington Railroad

Company and of the Spokane and Palouse Railway

Company, because said corporations having been organ-

ized under the laws of the Territoi}- of Washington,



and having filed their articles of incorporation and

proofs of organization with the Department of the

Interior, which had approved the same, were authorized

by the laws of the United States to take the timber

included in this action, and such taking by them

through their agent was not unlawful, and the proof

shows that the ties which are sued for in this action

were used by the said railroad companies in the con-

struction of their said roads. The excluding of this

proof was, therefore, error.

Sixth The Court erred in excluding said appoint-

ment of John H. Stone for the further reason, that if

said railroad ties were cut and taken bv said Stone,

defendant, in the honest belief that the cutting and

taking were authorized by law, the measure of damages

would be different from other unlawful taking; and if

the jury found they were so cut and taken by mistake,

the fact was proper for the jury to consider in estimat-

ing the damages. The excluding of this testimony)

when offered for that purpose only, was erroneous.

Seventh. The Court erred in permitting the attorney

of the plaintiff to ask the questions of defendant Stone

and other witnesses, as to whether the persons of whom
he purchased timber were or were not now residing upon

the land claimed by them at the time, because the same

were incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial, and no

part of the res gestcB.

Eighth. The Court erred in allowing the plaintiff to

introduce the evidence tending to show that certain

alleged settlers on lands, of whom the defendant Stone
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purchased timber, had since abandoned the lands. Said

evidence was obiected to and admitted by the Court, the

same being immaterial, incompetent and irrelevant, and

tending to induce the jury to believe that the acts of

the said settlers, after they had sold the timber to the

defendant, were proper for their consideration.

Ninth, Tlie Court erred in refusing to give the

following jn.struction at the request of the defendant

:

" In the case of the United States v. John H. Stone,

'V/ nl., the defendant, John H. Stone, pra3'>; the Court

"to instruct the jury as follows: There is no proKif of

" the alleged partnership charged in the complaint; and

** the defendants are, therefore, entitled to a verdict."

Tnrlh. Tlie Court erred in refusing to give the

following instruction at the request of the defendant

:

" Wlien a pre-emption or homestead filing has been

'* made by a .settler duly qualified to make the same, the

'' effect of such action, combined with an actual personal

*' settlement on the public land so filed upon, is to sever

''such land so claimed from the mass of public lands,

" and subject to the loss of the right of claimant by

** failure to comply with the subsequent conditions of

"the law, the settler becomes the owner of the land,

" and except as between him and the government, he is

"entitled to exercise nil tlie rights of owner."

Elrvtfilh. The C(>urt erred in refusing to give the

following instruction to the inry at the request of the

defendant :

" Tile legal presumption arising from the lawful

"entry made up>n land by a claim under the law, as a
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purchased timber, had since abandoned the hinds. Said

evidence was objected to and admitted by the Court, the

same being immaterial, incompetent and irrelevant, and

tending to induce the jur}' to believe that the acts of

the said settlers, after they had sold the timber to the

defendant, were proper for their consideration.

Ninth. The Court erred in refusing to give the

following instruction at the request of the defendant

:

" In the case of the United States v. John H. Stone,

" ^/ al., the defendant, John H. Stone, pra3^s the Court

"to instruct the jury as follows: There is no proof of

" the alleged partnership charged in the complaint ; and

" the defendants are, therefore, entitled to a verdict."

Tenth. The Court erred in refusing to give the

following instruction at the request of the defendant

:

" When a pre-emption or homestead filing has been

" made by a settler duly qualified to make the same, the

" effect of such action, combined with an actual personal

" settlement on the public land so filed upon, is to sever

''such land so claimed from the mass of public lands,

" and subject to the loss of the right of claimant by

" failure to comply with the subsequent conditions of

" the law, the settler becomes the owner of the land,

" and except as between him and the government, he is

"entitled to exercise all the rights of owner."

Eleventh. The Court erred in refusing to give the

following instruction to the jury at the request of the

defendant

:

" The legal presumption arising from the lawful

" entr}/ made upon land b}' a claim under the law, as a



" homestead or pre-emption, and occupation as such, is,

" that the chiiniants acted in good faith, and the burden

" of proving bad faith and attempting to defraud the

"government is upon the plaintiff."

Twelfth. The Court erred in refusing to give the fol-

lowing instruction to the jury, as requested by plaintiff:

"If the jury find that the claimants of the land,

" who sold timber cut from the lands to the defendant,

" Stone, were at the time residing upon it, having claimed

" it under the homestead and pre-emption laws, and were

"so improving their land as to indicate to the jury that

" they intended to acquire title by compliance with the

" law, and the sale of the timber was made under such

" circumstances as to lead the purchaser to believe that

" the parties selling it were acting in good faith, then

" such sale was lawful, and the plaintiff would not be en-

" titled to recover anything for the timber so sold."

Thirteenth. The Court erred in refusing to give to

the jury the following instruction at the request of the

defendant :

" The fact that the claimants to land under the home-

" stead and pre-emption laws, after occupation for a time

" abandon the land, is not alone proof that they intend

" to defraud the government, although in the meantime
" they had cut and sold timber from the land during

"their occupation; but the jury should judge of the

" intent of the parties so acting, by all the circumstances

" surrounding each case, and if these circumstances

" satisfy the jury that the claimants of the land were act-

" ing in good faith at the time they sold the timber, the
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"purchaser had uo reasonable grounds to believe otlier-

*' wise, then such sale would be lawful."

FoiLrteenth. The Court erred in its charge to the

jury, whereiu it stated: " I have decided that adjacent

" lands, means lands in proximity, contiguous to, or

*' near to, the road, and that lands so far distant from the

" railroads mentioned as the lands in Kootenai County,

" Idaho, where it is claimed these railroad ties were cut,

" were not adjacent lands within the meaning of the law.

" That takes the whole question and the whole subject

" matter of that claim from your consideration, and

" relieves 3'on from any consideration in regard to it ;

"

—

because the Act of Congress of March 3d, 1875, under

which the defendants sought to justify the cutting of

the ties in question, contemplated and authorized the

taking of ties under the circumstances and conditions

established in this case. The timber cut was shown to

be the nearest available timber to the localities where it

was used, and because, there being no rule fixed by the

statute permitting timber and material to be used in

construction, as to the distance it may be so taken, it

becomes necessarily a question to be determined by the

circumstances, and is, therefore, a question depending

on proofs, and consequently a question for the jur3^

Fifteenth. The Court erred in that part of its

instructions to the jury in which it said: "As to all

"of the lands in which the title is in the United

'' States, the timber and trees that are standing and

" growing thereon are part of the land, and the gov-

" ernment has title to those trees the same as in the

" soil ;
"—because it is not a correct exposition of the
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law, that the government has title to the timber upon

the. land because it has not parted with the legal title to

,thesoil ; and said instruction, in connection in which it is

expressed, tended to injure the defendants before the

Sixteenth. The Court erred in that part of the in-

struction in which it said to the jury :
" A settler who

" takes up a claim on public lands to perfect his right

" to it, until he has perfected his right has no right to

" cut the timber except so far as it is necessary and

" reasonable to prepare so much of the land for cultiva-

*' tion as he intends to cultiv^ate. A man of limited

" means who goes upon a claim and is able during the

" first 3'ear to cultivate only a few acres, is only author-

" ized to cut the timber off the few acres that he in-

" tends to cultivate and is able to cultivate. If he cuts

'' down the timber, off forty acres, it should be in pursu-

" ance to a definite plan that the plow shall follow the

" axe, and that the entire forty acres shall be put to use

" for purpose of cultivation in such manner as a farmer

" makes use of land that is tillable land. The balance

*' of the timber on the i6o acres, if it is a claim covered

" with timber, should remain as a preserve, a timber

" preserve, foi the future benefit of the land, and should

" be removed only so fast as the settler finds it neces-

'' sarv to remove it in order to put in cultivation the

'' lands he means to cultivate, and intends to cultivate

" in good faith ; but a man whose primary purpose is

" to cut the timber on a piece of land is no more iiuthor-

" ized to go out and cut that timber by reason of his

'' having filed on that land in the Land OfiBce, a declar-
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*' ation of his intention to take the land under the pre-

" emption law, than if he goes and cuts it without filing

" an}' declaration * * * * He has no right to cut

" down and sell the timber on other portions of the land

" which he is not intending to immediateU' put into culti-

'' vation ;

"—because the same is a restriction upon the

rights of the settler, is a misconstruction of the law, and

in violation of the privileges granted to the settler.

Seventeenth. The Court erred in giving an}^ instruc-

tions to the jun,'^ on Sunda}'^, because it had no power to

do any judicial act, save to receive the verdict and dis-

charge the jur3% and all such instructions given by the

Court were without authority.

Eighteenth. The Court erred in entering any judg-

ment against the defendant upon the verdict, because

the verdict was asfainst law.&

ARGUMEXT.

The first, second and fourth assignments of error may

be properly considered together.

The first and second assignments raise the question

which involves the correctness of the ruling on the

demurrers to the answers of the defendants setting up

the bar of the judgment in favor of the defendant.

Stone, in the United States District Court of Idaho, and

the third controverts the correctness of the ruling made

on the offer of the record of that Court as evidence to

support the denials in the answer on the effect bv the

demurrer. The principle involved is the same in both

rulinsTS.
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Witli all due respect to the learned Judge of the

Court below, we insist tliat his rulings are in violation

of principle and of precedent. The rule of law is fun-

damental and has no exception, that " Where the same

"matter was in issue, and submitted to the jur}' in the

*' former suit without sufficient proof, tlie decision of the

"jury upon the matter in issue, and thus submitted to

"them, followed by the judgment of the Court upon

" their verdict, will be a bar to another action for the

" same cause or matter, where the same evidence which

" is necessary to sustain the second suit if it had been

" given in the former action would have authorized a

" recovery therein."

Miller V. Manice, 6 Hill, 121.

Lord Chief Justice DeGrey, in the Duchess of King-

ston's case (2d Smith's L. C. 573),. states the rule thus :

''^ First, that the judgment of a Court of concurrent

"jurisdiction, directly upon the point, is as a plea, a bar,

"or as evidence, conclusive, between the same parties,

" upon the same matter, directly in question in another

"court; Secondly, \.\vA.X. the judgment of a Court of

"exclusive jurisdiction, directly upon the point, is, in

" like manner, conclusive upon the same matter, between

" the same parties, coming incidentally in question in

" another Court, for a different purpose."

"The plea of res adjitdicata, except in special cases,

"is not only conclusive upon the points which the

" Courts were required by the parties to form an opinion

"and pronounce a judgment, but to any point which

" properly belonged to the subject of litigation, and



" which, the parties exercising reasonable diligence,

" might have brought forward at the time."

He7ideyson v. Henderson^ 3 Hare, 100.

Embury v. Conner^ 3 Com., 522.

Bouvier states the rule thus :

"'' Res Jzidicata (Lat., things decided). In practice. A
" legal or equitable issue which has been decided by a

" court of competent jurisdiction.

" It is a general principle that such decision is binding

" and conclusive upon all other courts of concurrent

"power. This principle pervades not only our own,

" but all other systems of jurisprudence, and has become

" a rule of universal law, founded on the soundest policy.

" If, therefore, Paul sue Peter to recover the amount due

" to him upon a bond, and on the trial the plaintiff fails

'' to prove the due execution of the b^nd by Peter,— in

" consequence of which a verdict is rendered for the

"defendant and judgment is entered thereupon,— this

"judgment, till reversed on error, is conclusive upon

" the parties, and Paul cannot recover in a subsequent

" suit, although he may then be able to prove the due

" execution of the bond by Peter, and that the money
" is due to him ; for, to use the language of the civilians,

" res judicata facit ex albo nigrum^ ex nigro alburn^ ex
''' cu7'vo rectum^ ex I'ecto ciirviim (a decision makes white

"' black; black, white; the crooked, straight; the straight,

"crooked).

" The Constitution of The United States and the

" amendments to it, declare that ' no fact once tried by

'' ' a jury shall be otherwise re-examinable in an}- Court
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" ' of the United States than according to the rnles of

''
' the common law.'

" But in order to make a matter i^es judicata there

'' must be a concurrence of the four conditions following,

"namely: identity in the thing sued for (Authorities).

"Identity of the cause of action; if, for example,

" I have claimed a right of way over Blackacre, and

"a final judgment has been rendered against me

"and afterwards I purchase Blackacre, this first de-

" cision shall not be a bar to m}^ recovery when
" I sue as owner of the land, and not for an ease-

" ment over it which I claimed as a right appurtenant

" to \\\y land. (Authorities.) This rule is a necessary

"consequence of the rule of natural justice, 7ie in-

'" aiiditiis condfmnetur\ identity of the quality in the

"persons for or against whom the claim is made: for

" example, an action bv Peter to recover a horse, and a

"final judgment against him, is no b ir to an action

" by Peter, administrator of Paul, to recover the same
" horse." (Authorities.)

That portion of the answer to which the demurrer

was sustained reads as follows :

"That in the month of April, 1891, at a term of the

" United States District Court, held at Boise Cit}^ in

" the District of Iliho, whereat the Honorable James H.

" Beatty, United States District Judge, presided, and

" Fremont Wood, Esq., was Attorney of the United

"States, a grand jury was regularly impaneled and

" sworn ; that the said trespasses and wrongs com-

" plained of herein were then and there presented by

" said United States Attorne}^ to said grand jury, for
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" investigatiou, and such proceedings were then and

"there had and taken; that the said grand jnr\- found

'' and returned into said Court true bills of indictment,

'' in which each and all of the wrongs and trespasses

"complained of herein were included, and this defen-

" dant was charged thereb}' with the commission of an

" oflPence against the penal laws of the United States,

" forbidding the cutting or removal of timber from the

" lands of the United States.

" On all the charges involving the acts of this defen-

" dant, as set forth in the complaint filed herein, this

" defendant was upon said indictments afterwards in

*' said Court tried and acquitted upon trial before said

"Court and iu^v, and the defendant was adjudged

" innocent and discharged therefrom by the judgment

"of said Court, all of which this defendant will verify

" by the record thereof, and the judgment of said Court,

" upon each and ever\- other charge preferred against

" him as aforesaid, was duh' entered against said plain-

" tiff in said proceedings, the issue therein being the

" same as are now presented in this action, and were

"each and all determined and adjudged in this defen

" dant's behalf and against the plaintiff, all of which

" will appear b}* the record and proceedings of the Court

" therein, wtiich this defendant will produce.

" Wherefore, this defendant alleges, that the issues

" tendered by the plaintiff herein have been heard, tried

'* and adjudged for defendant and against the plaintiff,

" by a Court of competent jurisdiction, and that said

"judgment and determination preclude the maintenance

"of this suit."
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The Constitution of the United States, Article 7, of

the Amendment reads :
" No fact tried by jur}' shall

" be otherwise re-examined in an}- Court of the United

" States than according to the rules of the common law."

The demurrer in this case admitted that defendant

Stone had been tried before a Court of competent juris-

diction charged with the precise trespasses and wrongs,

which were the cause of this action in the complaint of

this case ;
that the plaintiflF in this case was the plaintiff

in that, that a verdict was rendered in favor of the

defendant and judgment entered in this case against

the plaintiff and for the defendant.

We insist that everv essential element recognized b\'

the authorities as sufficient to render the judgment of

the United States District Court for the District of

Idaho, a complete defense is present in this answer.

The jurisdiction of the District Court is admitted,

the identit}' of the parties is admitted, the identity' of

the subject matter and the identit}' of the issues, are all

admitted.

The answer in the second case in this record, not onl}'

sets up the facts, but it sets out a cop}' of the indict-

ment in the haec vei'bae to show conclusiveh' that the

facts alleged b}' the defendant are supported b}' the

record of the United States District Court of the

Idaho District, and the bill of exceptions contains the

record and proceedings of the entire trial in that Court,

with the verdict of the jury and the judgment of the

Court in defendant's favor.
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upon to prove, it was required to prove in the United

States Court in Idaho. The ownership of the lands,

unlawful character of the taking and conversion, were

clearly the issues tried and decided by the jury in the

former case. In fact, the criminal and civil actions were

both provided for in the same section of the Revised

Statutes, and the issues in both identical. The identity

of the issues is stated in the answer, and admitted by

the demurrer. If the case stated is not one within

the constitutional prohibition, "That no fact tried by

"jury shall be re-examined in any Court of the United

" States," then no such case can ever exist.

But it was insisted in the Conrt below that as the

proceeding in the United States Court in the Idaho

District was a criminal proceeding, and this case was a

civil action to recover the value of the property alleged

to have been taken by the defendant, the judgment in

the former was not an adjudication between the parties

that is conclusive or even material. It was upon this

theory that the Court below sustained the demurrer in

the first instance, and excluded the record of the former

trial and judgment as evidence, at the trial of this

action. We insist that this view overlooks the funda-

mental principle lying at the basis of the rule, that it is

not \\\^ form in which the issues are presented for trial,

whether criminal, penal or civil ; whether trespass,

trover, debt or assumpsit. It is the issue itself, the fact

in difference between the parties, which determines

whether it can be re-examined or not. If tlie question

as to whether the taking of the timber was unlawful.
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was involved in the suit in Idaho, tliat question was

settled by the finding of that jury forever. Whether

the issue was tried in a civil or a criminal case is

immaterial. IVas it tried between the parties and

decided? If it was, it cannot be re-examined, except

upon a new trial granted in that Court,

No other Court of the United States can question the

correctness of that verdict or that judgment. It does

not depend upon how it was tried, or the form of the

action in which the issue was tried. Was the issue in

fad tried, and determined? If so, it cannot be re-tried

because the plaintiff has changed the form in which it

is presented.

The precise question involved here has been passed

npon by the Supreme Court of the United States, and

in support, to the fullest extent of the position, we

assume.

In the case of Coffey v. the United States, ii6 U. S.

Reports, 442, the facts were these: "Coffey was a

"distiller of liquors, and in 1881 a criminal information

" was filed against him for the violation of certain

" sections of the Internal Revenue laws, and upon these

"charges he was tried by a jury in the United States

" District Court and acquitted. After this trial, the

" United States District Attorney having filed a civil

" proceeding against the defendant to forfeit the property

" under the same section of the Revised Statutes, which

" authorized such a proceeding in rem, sought to forfeit

" the property. Being cited as owner of the property

'' thus sought to be forfeited, the same defendant filed
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" his answer, and set np as a defense the acquittal in

" the criminal proceeding. The plaintiff demurred to

"the defense, and judgment was given in favor of the

" United States, the demurrer being sustained."

Justice Blatchford rendered the decision for the

whole Court, He said :
" The question is therefore dis-

' tinctly presented whether such judgment of acquittal is

' a bar to this suit. We are of the opinion that it is."

Proceeding, the Justice says :
" It is true that Section

' 3257, after denouncing the single act of a distiller

' defrauding or attempting to defraud the United States

' of the tax on the spirits distilled by him, declares the

' consequence of the commission of the act to be :

—

First

^

' certain specific property shall be forfeited. Second^ the

' offender shall be fined and imprisoned.

" It is also true that the proceeding to enforce the

'forfeiture against the res named, must be a proceeding

' in rem and a civil action, while that to enforce fine and

'imprisonment must be a criminal proceeding, as was

'held b}^ this Court in Palmyra^ 12th Wheaton, 1-14.

' Yet, where an issue raised as to the existence of the

' act or fact assumed has been tried in a criminal

' proceeding, instituted by the United States, and a

'judgment of acquittal has been rendered in favor of

'the particular person, that judgment is conclusive in

favor of such person on the subsequent trial of a suit

' iji rem b}' the United States where, as against him,

' the existence of the same act or fact is the matter in

' issue as a cause for the forfeiture of the property in

' refu. It is urged as a reason for not allowing such

'effect to the judgment that the acquittal in the
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"criminal case might have taken place because of the

*' rule requiring the guilt to be proved beyond a reason-

" able doubt, and that on the same evidence on the

" question of preponderance of pr.oof there might he a

" verdict for the United States for the suit in leni.

" Nevertheless the act orfact has been put in issue and

'''' determined against the United States^ 2.\\di all that is

" embraced b}' the Statute as a consequence of guilt, is

" a punishment therefor. There could be no new trial

" of the criminal prosecution after the acquittal in it
;

" and a subsequent trial of the civil suit amounts to

" substantially the same thing, with a difference only

'' in the consequence following a judgment adverse to

" the claimant. * ^ * *

" When an acquittal in a criminal prosecution in be-

" half of the Government is pleaded or filed in evidence

" by the same defendant in an action against him by an

"individual, the rule does not apply for the reason that

" the parties are not the same. * * * * But upon this

" record as we have already seen, the parties and the

" matter in issne are the same."

Further on the Justice observes :
" This doctrine is

" applicable to a case like the present, where in both

" proceedings, criminal and civil, the United States is a

" party on one side, and this claimant the party on the

"other. The judgment of acquittal in the criminal

" proceeding ascertained that the facts which are the

" basis of that proceeding, and are the basis of this one,

" and which are made by the Statute, the foundation of

" any punishment, personal or pecuniary, did not exist.

" This ivas ascertained once fully between the United
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" that the facts cannot again be litigated between them

' as the basis of any statntory punishment denounced

" as a consequence of the existence of the facts. This

" is a necessary result of the rule laid down in the

" Duchess of Kingston's case/' [Quotation given

above.]

We are unable to perceive wherein the case above

cited differs from the one at bar.

The Internal Revenue Act cited by the court in the

Coffey case (Sec. 3257 Revised Statutes of the United

States), denounced the act of the distiller in defrauding

or attempting to defraud the Government of the tax,

and the proceeding to punish the offense was by indict-

ment or criminal information. It also provided for a

forfeiture of the res^ which was a civil action.

In the case at bar the act of unlawfully cutting or

removing timber from the public lands, is by Section

2461, United States Revised Statutes, made a criminal

offence to be prosecuted as a criminal proceeding, and

punishable by fine and imprisonment as the consequence,

or a civil action to recover the value of the timber.

In principle the Revenue Statute, and the statute for

the protection of timber are precisely ali.ce. The same

testimony which would support a criminal prosecution

in either case would sustain the civil action provided for

in both statutes.

In a timber prosecution, the fact that the timber was

unlawfully taken from the public lands would have to
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be established. In a civil action the plaintiff would

be compelled to establish the same facts. The issues

in either action, and in both must of necessity be iden-

tical. If a verdict on like issues in an Internal

Revenue case is conclusive of these issues, because of

having been once tried is res adjudicata^ why is it not

so in a timber case ? Bearing in mind the general

principle that an issue once tried between the same

parties, and judgment rendered, is not re-examinable,

how can it be contended that when every issue involved

in the present action between the United States and this

defendant, was laboriously tried in a case, which oc-

cupied a Court and jury for a fortnight, and a verdict

and judgment resulted, and is in full force, plaintiff

can re-open and " re-examine" ?

The case of Coffey v. The United States, ii6 U. S.,

427, shows the strictness with which tiie rule so con-

tended for is upheld. That case, unlike the one first

cited is where the Court held the defendant Coffey

bound by the verdict in the criminal case (which in that

case was a verdict of guilt^O, j^ist as it had held the

United States bound by it, in the case first cited (page

442 same volume). The issue having been once tried

and settled in favor of the United States, in the crim-

inal prosecution in that case, b}^ a general verdict, that

verdict was held conclusive in its favor in the civil

proceeding for forfeiture of the goods.

No sophistry can evade the force or application of

these decisions to the case at bar. They are parallel in

all their essential features, and resting upon the same

principles of law, they must receive the same judicial
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recognition. It is true that the amount of testimonj^ to

secure a verdict in a criminal case, may place upon the

prosecution in such case a heavier burden than in a civil

action, but the binding force and effect of the judgment

of the Court has never been placed in any Court, upon

a question of how much or how little testimony fur-

nished its basis. The binding and conclusive effect of

a judgment is predicated upon the fact that the issues

it determines had been once tried and a conclusion

reached and recorded, and not upon the quantity or

value of the evidence upon which it was rendered.

Miller v. Manice^ 6 Hill.

Black on Judgments^ Section

The decision in the Coffey case is again approved in

the case of Boyd v. the United States^ ii6 U. S., 634.

The same cases are followed and applied in United

States V. One Distillery^ by Mr. Justice Ross of this

Circuit, 43 Fed. Rep., 846, 852.

Justice Ross not only held the judgment in ttie

criminal case conclusive between the parties to it, in the

civil case, but held that the successor in interest, to the

part}^ who had been tried and acquitted, was entitled to

the benefit of the bar of the judgment in favor of his

grantor. Here in the case at bar, the same party who

had been once tried, and who had a verdict in his favor,

was denied all benefit of that verdict. The United

States was allowed to experiment in different Courts,

and after having failed in one jurisdiction, to go into

another, and there again try the same questions, which

had been adjudged in the other.
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After compelling the defendaut Stone to appear in a

Court 700 miles distant from the place of the alleged

trespass, and transport his witnesses in the depth of

winter to the place of trial, at an expense of thousands

of dollars, when he secured a verdict in his favor, he is

again assailed on the same canse of action in another

forum ; and when he pleads prior judgment in his favor,

he is coolly told that it is no defense, and he must

satisfy a Washington as well as an Idaho jury of his

innocence, before he can be set free. We submit that

the ruling is in violation of every piinciple of right,

and revolting to the sense of justice, which pervades

ever}' civilized code—the Constitution of the United

States included.

II.

The assignment of error No. 3 is upon the exception

to the ruling of the Court which denied the peremptory

challenge to the juror Giffen. The two cases of the

United States v. John H. Stone^ and the United States

V. John H. Stone ^ Edivard Noonan and IV. G Kegler^

partners, etc., were consolidated for trial on plaintiff's

motion. The right of the Court to do this for good

cause is not disputed, and the defendant acquiesced in

that order, but he did not consent. But in impaneling

the jury the Court treated the proceedings as one case,

and when we exercised the right to challenge peremp-

torily the fourth juror, the plaintiff objected to the

challenge on the ground that having already challenged

three jurors peremptoril}', onr rights in that respect

were exhausted. The Court sustained the objection
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and the juror remained upon the panel. We chiim this

was error (See Ttanscript page 49).

It requires no argument to prove that the power of

the Court to consolidate several actions for the trial,

given by the statute, was not intended to be used as a

device to deprive either of the parties of any substantial

right, and yet if the ruling in this case be correct by

the action of the Court, taken without our consent, we

are deprived of the most vital right that is given to a

litigant, the right to purge the jury to which his cause

is to be submitted. If the cases had been tried separ-

ately we would have had three challenges in each case,

tried together we were allowed but three.

The question, however, has been determined by a

Court whose authorit}^ is binding on this Court, and in

a manner that can leave no doubt as to the corretness

of our exception.

In the case of The Mutual Life Insura7ice Company

V. Hillmon, 145 U. S., 292, the Supreme Court held that

while the trial court under Section 819, Revised Statutes,

had the power to consolidate several causes of action

for trial, it could not deprive the parties of tiie full

number of challenges to the jury by such means.

The Court, b}^ Mr. Justice Gray, observes :
" Defen-

" dants in different actions cannot be deprived of their

" several challenges by the order of the Court made for

" the prompt and convenient administration of justice if

" the three cases shall be tried together.

'* The denial of the right of the challenge secured to

" the defendants by the statutes entitles them to a new
" trial."
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In this case there are three actions against the same

defendant. Here are two actions—one against one de-

fendant, and the other against this same defendant and

two other parties. Two verdicts were required and two

separate verdicts were in fact given. Two cases were

tried, and yet challenges only permitted as if but one

were on trial. The jury was therefore improperly and

illegally constituted for the trial of either case. The

order of Court after trial setting aside the verdict of one

of the cases did not cure the error in the other. The

injury by the improper manner of impaneling the jury

may have occurred, and presumably in law it did occur

in this action. We had a right to have a jury to try both

cases properly constituted, and if it were not legally im-

paneled to try both the causes submitted, it was not a

lawful jury. We submit the error is fatal to the

verdict in this case.

III.

The fifth and sixth assignments of error are as

follows :

Fifth. The Court erred in excluding from the jury,

as evidence, the appointment of the defendant, John H.

Stone, as the agent of the Central Washington Railroad

Company and of the Spokane and Palouse Railway

Compan\^ because said corporations having been organ-

ized under the laws of the Territory of Washington,

and having filed their articles of incorporation and

proofs of organization with the Department of the In-

terior, which had approved the same, were authorized
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by the laws of the United States to take the timber

included in this action, and such taking by them

through their agent was not unlawful, and the proof

shows that the ties which are sued for in this action

were used by the said railro.id companies in the con-

struction of their said roads. The excluding of this

proof was, therefore, error.

S/.v///. The Court erred in excluding said appoint-

ment of John H. Stone for the further reason that if

said railroad ties were cut and taken b}' said Stone,

defendant, in the honest belief that the cutting and

taking were authorized by law, the measure of damages

would be different from other unlawful taking, and

if the jury found they were so cut and taken by mis-

tal-ce, the fact was proper for the jurj' to consider in

estimating the damages. The excluding of this tes-

timony, when offered for that purpose only, was

erroneous.

IVooden Ware Co. v. U. S.. io6 U. S., 434, and

cases cited.

The proof submitted and found in the bill of excep-

tions shows that the Spokane and Palouse Railway and

the Central Washington Railroad Companies were cor-

porations organized for the purpose of constructing their

respective roads under the laws of the State of Wash-

ington, that copies of their articles of incorporation

and proofs of organization were filed in the of^ce of the

Secretary of the Interior, and that the same were duh'-

approved so as to entitle each of them to claim the rights

and benefit of the Act of Congress of IMarch 3d, 1875.

(Supplement Revised Statutes, Volume one, page 91.)
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The first section of said Act grants to any sncli rail-

road company as the ones in qnestion, the right of way

over the pnblic land to the extent of loo feet in width

from each side of the centre line of said road, and also

makes the following provisions :
" Also the right to

" take from the pnblic lands adjacent to the line of such

" road material, earth, stone and timber necessary for

" the construction of said railroad."

Under this provision, tlie contention of the defendant

at the trial was, tliat these railroad companies were au-

thorized to take the timber for ties, sued for in this

action from the lands from which they were cut and

taken. That although the lands were not adjoining to

the line of these roads, they were within the language

of the Act "adjacent to them," Therefore, proof that

he was the agent of each of these companies, and had

the autliority on their behalf to cut the timber and ties

in question was admissible.

The Court allowed the defendant to show where the

roads were situated, the distance to this body of timber,

that it was the nearest available timber fit for ties for

their construction, but on objection refused proof of de-

fendant's agency as immaterial, because the timber was

at too great a distance to be included within the grant

for aid of construction.

The Spokane and Palouse road commenced at Mar-

shall Junction with the Northern Pacific Railroad, and

ran southward from that point. The Washington road

at Cheney, about eight miles west of Marshall Junction,

and ran northwest. No timber fit for ties was found
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along the line of either road, and both penetrated a

region almost entirely destitnte of timber of any kind.

The nearest available timber for construction was shown

to be the forest where the ties sued for were cut, and

that was estimated at about fifty miles distant from the

east end of the roads, and easterly from them, and upon

the line of the Northern Pacific Railroad.

The correctness of the ruling of the Court below rests

upon the construction to be placed upon the word

" adjacent," used in the statute.

We contend that this word being a general term

must be interpreted so as to efifect the purpose that

Congress had in view, and that its application is not to

be restricted to lands lying immediately adjacent to the

line of road to be constructed, but that tlie intention

was to permit the railroads coming within its provisions

to appropriate the nearest available timber growing

upon the public lands. If it had been the intention to

restrict the right to cut timber for this purpose from the

lands which lie along the line of road within a particular

distance, it would have been expressed.

It was well known to Congress that t here were vast

stretches through which it was expected railroads would

be built, and which were more particularly contemplated

at the time of the passage of this Act of 1875, especiall}^

in the distant west, where timber could not be found

adjoining the line of road for hundreds of miles. The

Oregon Short Line road is an instance. .From Granger,

Wyoming, where the road begins, to Huntington,

Oregon, where it ends, there is not a section of land
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within twenty miles of the line of road npon which a

thousand ties could be found. Is it to be contended that

this great road, which penetrates a desert, and has by

its construction developed a region of country of great

value, was to be deprived of the benefits of this Act of

Congress ? Would it not be more just to say that it was

the intention of Congress to stimulate the building of

railroads through just such arid and timberless regions,

so that they would become useful and valuable to the

government and people, rather than that they should

be placed under disabilities because they were not favored

with timber growth along their line. The construction

contended for would allow the railroads built through a

region covered with forests, where the clearing of the

right of wa}^ alone would furnish the timber necessary to

tie the road, to enjoy the benefit of the grant, while those

roads which were compelled to encounter the arid plains

of the Columbia, and the lava beds of the Snake River

desert, would be deprived of the privilege of taking

timber altosfether. The roads that would most need

the benevolent aid of the government, would be the

verv ones which would be cut off from it. And all this

not because the statute fixes any limit of distance be-

yond which timber may not be taken, but upon some

vague notion, that one section of the country ought

not to be called upon to contribute its resources to the

development of another. To use the language of the

Court in this case, in its charge to the jury (see Tran-

script, page 123) : "I have decided that adjacent lands

" means lands in proximity^ contiguous to^ or near the

" road, and that lands so far distant from the railroads
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"mentioned, as the lands in Kootenai Connty, Idaho,

" where it is claimed these ties were cnt, are not adjacent

" within the meaning of the law."

That is : Where a railroad corporation chooses a line

of road that is surrounded by a forest, and where the

cost of ties would be nominal, and the government

could be generous where generosity was not required,

the road would be a beneficiary under this Act ; but

wdiere a corporation enters upon a sandy desert, or a

broad lava field where the cost of construction is in-

creased by nature by many thousands of dollars per

mile, and where the aid of the government, in even so

small a particular as the furnishing of timber for ties

free of cost, would be a relief, it is to be withheld because

the timber does not nod its waving foliage in admiration

upon or " contiguous," or " near to " the iron track. It

grew in " Kootenai County, Idaho," therefore it cannot

be used to build a road which runs through Spokane

and Whitman Counties, in Washington, unless it is

paid for.

The theory upon which this interpretation of the Act

of Congress is based, is one which bestows benefits upon

those who do not need them, and forces those who

are burdened with necessities, to " pay to the utmost

farthing."

This construction of the Act of Congress finds some

support in the case decided in the United States District

Court for the District of Colorado,

U. S. V. The Railway Co., t,i F. R., 886.
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Judge HallETT, in that case, limited the right to take

timber for contructioii purposes to a reasonable " wagon

haul." He would not limit it by distance, or by bad

roads, but he held that "adjacent" meaut such a distance

as would justify transportation to the place of use

" by wagons."

Another Judge of more vigorous physique might as

reasonably conclude that " adjacent " meant such a dis-

tance from the track as a stout man could carry a railroad

tie on his shoulders to the place of use. As many reasons

can be assigned for the latter construction as the former.

Both are oblivious of the object of Congress in granting

this privilege, and are founded upon a narrow, tech-

nical and false notion of the scope and design of the

Act.

In the case of the U. S. v. Lynde^ 47 F. R., 297,

Judge Knowles, of the Montana District, adopted the

construction given by Judge HoYT in the case of U. S.

V. N. P. R. R. Co. (29 Albany Law Journal, 24), and

by Judge Deady in the District Court of Oregon in the

case of U. S. V. Chaplin, 31 F. R., 890, and held that

" adjacent " did not mean " contiguous " or " near " to

the line of railroad, but that it was a question of evidence

—to be determined by all of the circumstances.

As this decision refers to and qtiotes from the others,

we content ourselves in citing it,

47 F. R., 297.

In this connection the 14th assignment of error may

properly be considered. The exception was based upon
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the instruction to the jur}^ quoted above, that as a

matter of law it was no defense for the defendant that

the timber cut in this cause, was cut for and used in

constructing the Spokane and Palouse and Central

Washington Railroads,

We respectfully insist that the term "adjacent" is

not a definite one, but has to be determined by the facts

and circumstances; it was a question for the jury,

because it depended upon evidence.

Even the decision of Judge HallETT would justify

our exception, as he held that the term was indefinite

and required evidence. The Court had the right of

fixing the limits of what would be within the law, but

it had no right to decide upon the facts, and to apply

both facts and law upon this part of the case. The

conclusion was for the jury to find when the facts were

submitted to them under proper instructions.

IV.

Sixth Assignment of Error. The Court erred in ex-

cluding the proof that Stone was the agent for the rail-

road companies, for another reason. The damages, in

case of a finding for plaintiff, were to be assessed by the

jury. The measure of damages would be determined

by the fact of whether the trespass was one committed

through malice or wilfulness or by mistake.

In certain contingencies the defendant would only be

assessed the value of the timber as it stood in the tree.

In another state of the case, the value of the ties when

they were transported by Stone would be a measure of
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diimages. This rule the Court recognized in the charge,

but he excluded the testimony which would have a ten-

dency to show that the trespass was committed under a

mistake as to the defendant's right to take the timber,

and believing it to be lawful. To sa}^ to the jury that

if this timber was taken under a mista.<;e, and with no

intention to commit a trespass, and then refuse defen-

dant the privilege of showing the mistake by proper

evidence, was " to make the word of promise to the ear

and break it to the hope." It was to tell the jury, that

if the defendant could show his innocence he was to be

dealt with accordingly', but to exclude proof of in-

nocence. We respectfully insist that to show to the

jur\' that the defendant was the agent of the roads, aud

authorized b}' them to take this timber, was to show his

good faith, was pertinent and material to his defense

^

and when offered for that distinct, purpose only, its

exclusion was erroneous.

Livingston v. Reynards Coal Co.^ 5 App. Cases, 25.

V.

The 7th assignment of error is based upon the excep-

tion to the ruling of the Court, permitting the District

Attorney to inquire of Stone, upon cross-examination'

and of other witnesses, as to whether some or all of the

claimants to lands from whom he purchased timber logs

had continued to reside upon the lands since. The tes-

timony^ belonged to the category known in the law of

evidence as res inter alios acta^ and ought not to have

been admitted.
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The condition, circumstances and facts showing the

situation, or which would present some evidence of the

purposes of the parties, at the time Stone purchased the

timber from the settlers, were proper. Stone would be

charged with such knowledge as the existing circum-

stances would disclose to a reasonably prudent man, but

to require him to know that some or all of these settlers

would abandon their settlements, because they did so

afterwards, would be to charge a man with a knowledge

of the future conduct of his fellow men and their pur-

poses.

It was permitted to be shown that some of the claim-

ants had abandoned their claims after the sale of timber

to Stone, on the theory that this shows that they were

not claimants in good faith and their cutting unlawful.

Such a rule of evidence to charge one man with the

conduct of another, over whom he had no right of con-

trol, hardly needs argument. It is in violation of the

fundamental law of evidence, and was no part of the

res gestae.

VI.

The 9th assignment of error is based upon the

exception taken to the refusal of the Court to give the

following instruction :
" There is no proof of the alleged

" partnership charged in the complaint, and the defen-

" dants are therefore entitled to a verdict."

In the anomalous condition in which this case comes

to this Court, it is not entirely clear that we have a

right to have this error considered. The Court after
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this exception was taken, on the motion of defendant

Stone, set aside the verdict, and no judgment stands

against him in that case. Tliere was nothing left to

appeal from. Yet we were, as we claim, entitled to these

instructions, and if they had been given there would

have been an end to the case.

The defendants. Stone, Noonan and Kegler, were sued

2iS partners^ and there was no effort to prove the part-

nership, though the issue was made directly. Not a

word of evidence upon that subject. To sue a partner,

ship and take a verdict against one individual without

any evidence of the partnership is we think an unheard

of proceeding. We submit the question as to whether

this error should receive attention. We do not regard

it, if open to consideration, as requiring argument.

VII.

The loth assignment of error with the nth, 12th

and 13th may be considered together, as they are

founded (except the loth) upon a common theory of

the law.

Devoting ourselves first to the lOth, which is the

initial point, we will follow that with the succeeding

argument covering the whole.

First the Court declined to charge the jury that

when a settler, duly qualified, had filed his declaration

as such, and had made an actual settlement upon the

parcel claimed, that that parcel became severed from

the public lands, and that subject to the loss of the
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settler's rigUt by failure to comply with the subsequent

conditions required by law, the settler, except as between

himself and the government, was entitled to exercise all

the rights of an owner (See Transcript, page 145). Is

not this the law ? As long ago as 1828, Chief Justice

Marshall (Jackson v. Clarke, ist Peters, 636-7-8) an-

nounced the principle that a survey (which was an initi-

atory step for acquisition of title in the particular case)

had the effect to sever the lands. To use the language of

Judge Marshall, " Lands surveyed are as completely

" withdrawn from location as lands patented. =i< * *

" The illegality of the survey would not have been

"examinable by him (the subsequent claimant). It

" may be that the defendants may never be able to

"perfect their title. The land may be yet subject to

" the disposition of Congress. It is enough for the

" present case, that under the Act of Congress it was

"not liable to location when the plaintiff's entry was
" made."

Again and again the courts affirmed that, as between

third parties and the claimant, under the laws of the

United States, the subsequent claimant is without legal

standing.

Lessner V. Price, 12 How, 76-7.

Chapman v. School Dist. No. /, Deady Rep., 113.

Gibson V. Choteau, 13 Wallace, 72.

Belk V. Meagher, 104 U. S., 284.

This last case is very familiar to the courts and the

profession. Although it involved the subject of mineral

land grants, it proceeds upon the familiar principle that
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a location upon lands by a party qualified to make such

location according to law, withdraws the same from all

third parties, and henceforth, except as to the right of

the government to resume its control by reason of the

failure of the settler to comply with conditions subse-

quent, he is regarded as owner of the land.

If third parties dealing in good faith with a settler, are

held to the consequence of his default, there can be no

safety in dealing with anyone who is occupying land

not yet patented.

If a third party took a lease, he would be liable to be

sued by the United States as a trespasser and to account

for rents and profits. If he cut timber for firewood, and

his landlord should afterwards abandon the entry, the

hired servant or tenant, though acting in perfect good

faith, could be sued for damages.

To obviate difficulties like this, it must from necessity

be the law, that a valid settlement made on the public

lands, carries with it, as to the third parties, during its

continuance, though it may not culminate in acquisition

of title, all the prima facie rights of a lawful possession

and ownership. The land cannot be entered upon by

any other. It will not pass by any but specific grant

exercised as the act of sovereign power, and save that

the title may be lost by failure to comply with the sub-

sequent requirements of the law, the settler has a

perfect title in equity.

It is a grant upon condition—what was termed in the

old law a base or conditional fee—perfect in the present,

subject to forfeiture by the subsequent default of the
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grantee. The principle stated in this request is sus-

tained by the following authorities :

Wilcox V. Peters, 13th Peters, 498.

Witherspooii v. Duncan, 4th Wall., 2-10.

Hastmgs Railway Co. v. Whitney, 132 U. S., 357.

K. P. R. R. V. Dmtmeyer^ 113 U. S., 629.

Borden v. N. P. R. R., 145 U. S., 535.

And others too numerous to cite.

Proceeding to other assignments under this head, we

contend earnestly that in refusing to say to the jury

that "The legal presumption arising from a lawful entry

" made upon land by a claimant under the law as a

" homestead or pre-emption claimant, and occupation is,

" that the claimants acted in good faith and the burden

" of proving bad faith and attempt to defraud the gov-

" ernraent, is upon the plaintiff," was error.

Let it be borne in mind that the evidence showed that

all the timber for logs taken by Stone was purchased

by him from persons who were either homestead or pre-

emption claimants, and then resided personally on the

lands from which the same were taken. This fact was

admitted. It was sought to show by various circum-

stances that these claimants were not acting bona fide

in claiming to be settlers, and that the purpose on their

part was to cut and sell the timber, and then abandon the

land after having stripped it of much of its value.

Admissibility of that proof of subsequent abandonment

by some of the claimants we have already remarked

upon. But treating this and all other evidence intro-

duced on that subject as admissible, we insist that the
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burden of satisfying the jury on tJiat issue was upon the

plaintiff. The Court ruled otherwise, and the jury

must have supposed that unless the defendant proved

to their satisfaction that the claimants did act in good

faith, their duty was to find against him. The state of

the case was this : Stone was sued for the value of

timber claimed to belong to the United States. He
showed, by way of defense, that this timber was pur-

chased from certain settlers who had filed upon the

lands as homestead and pre-emption claimants, and

were then residing upon the same. Unless they were

acting in bad faith and in violation of the law the

defense was good. That evidence to establish fraud and

bad faith, must come from him who makes the charge

is fundamental, and that it was admissible we make no

question. For refusing to admit such testimony, f U.

S. V. Serenson^ Circuit Court of Appeals, Vol. IV, 332),

reversed the Lower Court, and said that the United

States had the right to prove that the settler did not

enter upon the land for settlement and improvement for

his own benefit, but for the purpose of acquiring the

laTid for a logging company, and under an agreement

with it to convey it. Recognizing that the United

States had the right to introduce this class of evidence,

we made no objection to it, but we insist that the legal

presumption that a man who files a claim to land and

enters upon its occupation and improvement, is one that

calls upon anyone asserting his purpose to be to de-

fraud, to make out the charge by testimony sufficient to

overcome the presumption in his favor. In no tribunal

is fraud presumed except upon proofs, and the settler
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who goes upon the public land in obedience to the in-

vitation of the government is no exception to the rule.

It may be a violent presumption to say that all men are

honest, as it is that all men are innocent, and yet such

is the law. Neither crime nor dishonesty is ever

assumed—it must be proved. Why then is it that in a

prosecution for unlawfully cutting timber from the

public lands, the burden is shifted to the defendant and

the latter called upon to prove his innocence ?

The allegation in the complaint in this case that the

timber was '' unlawfully " cut required the plaintiff to

negative the defense which was made, by affirmative

proof.

1st Greenleaf Ev. Sec. 34-35. (14th Ed.)

In Section 81, Greenleaf's Evidence, the learned

author states the rule as follows :
" So, where the nega-

" tive allegation involves a charge of criminal neglect

" of duty, whether official or otherwise ; orfrauds or the

''^wrongful violation of actual lawful possession of pro-

'''' perty^ the party making the allegation must prove it,

*' for in these cases the presumption of law, which is

" always in favor of innocence, and quiet possession, is

" in favor of the party charged."

Kline v. Baker^ 106 Mass., 61.

Phelps V. Cutler^ 4 Gray, 137.

The next request by defendant, which the Court re-

fused to give (i2th assignment of error), we regard as

one that we have the right to have go to the jury. It

is not denied, we apprehend, that a settler may cut and
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dispose of timber on lauds of which he has not yet ac-

qnired title. The right to do so depends npon his being

a bona fide settler. If we are right in the assumption

that his purposes are presumed to be lawful, then one

who deals with him under circumstances tliat do not

suggest suspicion, or invite doubt of his purpose, must

be protected. That is the meaning of this request. We
submit the refusal to give it or any that substantially

covered the same idea, was a denial of our just rights.

All the requests to charge on behalf of the defendant,

to which we have excepted, are parts of an entire

theory which we understand the Court to have repu-

diated. An examination of the charge given by the

Court, as a whole, will enable this Court to judge of

the general theory upon which this case was placed

before the jur}', and more clearly apprehend the justice

of our criticism upon the parts to which we except.

We pass to Point

VIII.

The argument under this head will embrace the 15th

and i6tli assignments of error, and will be upon ex-

ceptions to portions of the charge to the jury, not

before mentioned. The Court there laid down the

general rule that, as to all the lands in which the title

is in the United States, the timber and trees are part of

the soil, and the government title in those trees the

same as in the soil. In a limited sense it is true, that

the title to the soil carried with it title to everything

affixed to it, whether it be timber, structures, or any
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other kind of fixed property. But the proposition as

put to this jury under the circumstances of this case,

was, we think, without most important qualifications

and limitations, calculated to mislead the jury, and is

incorrect. It was admitted that the title of the lands

from which the timber was taken was in the United

States. At the outset of the case this fact was under-

stood, and the defendant further admitted, that a cer-

tain quantity of timber taken from those lands, was

disposed of by him. But the charge in the complaint

was that this timber was unlaivfully taken, and the gist

of the action depended upon the proof of this allega-

tion. If the instructions of the Court were construed

literally by the jury, the plaintiff's case was made out

prima facia by our own admission. If the burden was

upon the defendant when he admitted that the timber

was cut upon certain sections of land the patent of

which had not yet passed, then the defendant was put

upon to prove, not only that these lands liad been

occupied by settlers, but that they had acted in good

faith and committed no fraud or wrongful act, or submit

to a judgment for the value of the timbers. This

was the apparent theory of the Court, and the one we

combat. It is conceded by the Court in the instructions

given, that it would not necessarily follow that because

the title to the land from which the timber is taken is in

the plaintiff, it had a right to recover the value of the

timber. The right to cut timber by the occupant, 'under

certain restrictions laid down by the Court, was affirmed.

This being true, and it being necessary to show the un-

lawful character of the cutting, and as wrong or fraud is
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never presumed, witliDUt proof, it must follow tluit before

a recovery can be had \.\\^ plaintiff must sliow ajfinnatively

the wrong or fraud, which is the gist of its right to

recover.

Whenever it appears from the plaintiff's own proof

that the land has ceased to be public land by having been

severed from the mass of the public domain by a lawful

settlement, its absolute right to the soil and timber

ceases. It becomes a qualified and modified right sub-

ject to be wholly and totally divested, and the settler by

compl^'ing with the further requirements of the contract

under which he entered is the real and true owner of

the land from the date of his entr}-. This is the law as

expounded in inuunierable decisious. It is, therefore,

untrue in the general and unrestricted sense in which

the Court below expressed the rule in these instructions,

that where the government has the " title to the soil it

has also the title to the trees." It is incorrect to say,

that because the government has the legal title, that it

is the owner, in such a state of the case. It has the

title precisely as any other owner of the land, who

makes a contract to alienate it upon condition, and who

places the grantee in the contract in possession on

agreement that he will fulfil the contract to acquire.

If A agrees to sell land to B, upon the promise from B

that he will pay for it at some future time, and puts

him in possession, and B while in performance of the

contract, in good faith disposes of some portions of the

proceeds of that land, can A because he has not yet

actually conveyed the land, maintain an action against

C, a third person for these proceeds?
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The instruction which we asked would permit A to

recover if any fraud in B was shown of which C the

third party was cognizant, and surely this was the

utmost that could be claimed. A Having only a

qualified interest, for the purpose of compelling B to

perform his contract, must show that a violation of that

contract was committed by B, and that C zuas a party to

it or kneiv of it^ before he could claim that he was

injured. The equitable title vested in B by the. contract

would until some act by B should be shown in fraud of

his agreement, not only protect him, but all who dealt

with him in good faith. These principles so funda-

mental as to be hardl}^ the subject of candid dispute

were entirel}' ignored by these sweeping instructions,

which laid down the broad and unqualified rule that the

" legal title to the soil made legal title to the timber."

This was emphasized by the unequivocal declaration

(i6th assignment of error) that a man is "no more
" authorized to go out and cut that timber by reason of

" his having filed on that land under the pre-emption

" law, than if he goes out and cuts it without filing any
" declaration." We contend that this cannot be the

law. If a man goes upon the lands of the United

States, and without effort or movement to obtain title

cuts timber he is a trespasser
; but the man being a

citizen, who solemnly files, by an invitation of the

government to do so, his declaration of intention to

acquire a particular parcel of land, complies with the

conditions imposed upon him and then cuts timber, is

not a trespasser even prima facie. The qualification

inserted in this instruction " that if it is the primary
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purpose " of the man to cut the timber instead of to

cultivate the soil from vvhicli it is cut, does not in the

least relieve the instruction of its objectionable features.

The government does not scrutinize the " primary

purposes " of the settler in filing upon its lands. In

fact there are lands, and large areas of them, which are

valuable, attractive and desirable for the timber almost

exclusively. The " primary purpose " of the honest

settler is to obtain this timber. But for it the land would

be perhaps comparatively worthless. Its desirableness

consists in the fact that it contains this timber. Is it

for that reason exempt from acquisition, because the

*' primary purpose " is to secure the timber ?

In Lytle v. State of Ark., 9 How., 333, Judge McLran

says :
'' The claim of a pre-emptioner is not that

" shadow}^ right which by some it is considered to be.

" Until sanctioned by law it has no existence as a sub-

" stantive right, but when covered by the law it becomes

" a legal right, subject to be defeated only by failure to per-

'''' form the conditions annexed to it. It is founded in an

" enlightened public policy rendered necessary by the

" enterprise of our citizens." Etc.

In its anxiety to preserve the timber lands from fraudu-

lent and piratical spoliation, under the mask of the law,

the Court has, we insist, gone entirely beyond the law

and limited the privileges of the settler in a way that

the law will not sustain.

The government, permit us to say, does not impute

wrong motives in advance to its settlers, and it does not

institute any inquisition into their purposes. It exacts
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certain things to be done, and until it appears that a

fraudulent purpose, instead of an honest one, is con-

trolling the claimant, he is assumed to be proceeding

lawfully. Where in the law, either homestead or pre-

emption, is there any reservation that a settler " has no

" right to cut down and sell timber on otlier portions of

" the land which he is not intending to immediately put

*' into cultivation " as stated by the Court, or where in

the law is to be found any warrant for saying that when

the settler has cleared the portion of the laud which is

tillable that "the balance of the i6o acres, if it is a

" claim covered with timber, should remaiji as a preserve

" —a twiber preserve—for the future benefit of the land,

" and should be removed only so fast as the settler finds

" it necessary to remove it in order to put in cultivatioyt

" the lands he means to cultivate^ and intends to cultivate

" in good jaithi'''

We respectfully ask, in what portion of the land laws

of the United States are any such limitations upon the

rights of the settler to be found. The government does

not undertake to enforce any particular system of farm

management, and while a prudent man loo.cing to the

future, and realizing that a " timber preserve " if he

intended to preserve the timber for some particular use,

would be wise, the same man might under other circum-

stances believe, and very trul3', that to clear every tree

from the soil, and devote iit to a sheep walk, would be

more wise and profitable. Does the government under-

take to dictate in such matters? Not at all.

Suppose a piece of public land should be destitute of

timber, as much of it is known to be, but produces a
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large quantity of natural grass good for hay. Its chief

value consists in this crop of grass. If a settler enters

upon it and mows and carries to the market this product

of the soil, he is taking that which belongs to the

government, under the rule laid down in these instruc-

tions, and the purchaser would be liable to an action for

the value just as much as if he had purchased timber

or stone of the settler.

Murphy v. S. C & P. R. Co., 8th N. W. Rep.,

320; 55 Iowa (and cases cited).

U. S. V. Gear, 3 How., U. S., I2i.

U. S. V. Briggs, 9th How., 351-805.

Wm'd V. Andrews, 2d Chitty, 636.

The whole theory of " The plow following the axe,"

which is only a brilliant euphemism of Judge Deady's,

expressing a good rule in husbandry, is outside of any

requirement of the law, and is an attempt to make an

imperative rule where the statute has made none. The

true doctrine is, that the entire circiimstances and con-

ditions surrounding any given case of settlement, should

be considered in order to determine, when the question

arises, whether the settler is in good faith endeavoring

to comply with his contract with the government, and

no isolated fact can be treated as conclusive of that

question. A settler may cut every stick of timber off

160 acres of land, without leaving a standing tree, and

do it before he reduces ten acres to cultivation, and

that fact will not itself prove that lie is trying to defraud

the government. The purpose for which he intends to

use the land may be such that this very course would
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be evidence of his good faith instead of his bad faith.

To make the conduct specified in the instructions con-

clusive of his bad faith would in many instances inflict

the most grievous wrong on honest settlers, or hamper

them in the most valuable improvements looking to the

future of their land.

The instruction which the Court was asked to give

(13th assignment of error), that the jury should judge

of the intent of the parties by all the circumstances

surrounding each case (of sale of timber), and if these

circumstances satisfy the jury that the claimants were

acting in good faith at the time they sold the timber,

and the purchaser had no reasonable ground to believe

otherwise then such sale would be lawful—embodies, we

insist, the law applicable to the facts of this case. The

chief vice of these instructions consists in treating certain

isolated facts as themselves proof of an attempt to de-

fraud the government instead of regarding them as

evidence tending to show bad faith when considered in

connection with the entire evidence in the case.

First, they put upon the defendant the burden of

establishing good faith^ not only in himself^ but on the

part of those from whom he bought timber, and then

made certain specific acts proof of fraud, which were

only proper to be considered as tending to show fraud,

and then by restricting the rights of the settler to a

line of improvement which the law does not impose, and

visiting the consequences upon one, who, whatever the

bad faith of his vendors may have been, was acting in

unquestioned good faith, and paid the market price for

every stick of timber purchased by him. The instruc-
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tioiis confounded the distinction between evidence and

proof, and extorted a verdict which is against law and

a grievous wrong to this defendant.

IX.

It remains only to discuss the 17th assignment of

error, to-wit : The Court erred in giving instructions to

the jury on Sunday.

There is no statute on the subject in the District of

Washington either State or Federal. The question

must be determined upon the common law as recognized

by the Courts of the United States.

The Bill of Exceptions shows that on Saturday the

22d day of April, the Court instructed the jury in this

case, and they were sent out for deliberation. No

agreement having been arrived at or reported, on the

next day, Sunday, about two o'clock, the Judge of the

Court directed the bailiff to bring the jury into Court,

and the Attorney of the United States, and the defen-

dant's attorneys, having been notified, also appeared,

and the Court then proceeded to give the instructions to

which we except. The exception raises the single

question as to the power of the Court to transact busi-

ness on that day. The exception concedes that the

Court might have received a verdict and discharged the

jury. We admit that at the time we supposed the law

to be so, and that this was the rule of the common law.

We are now satisfied that the concession is wrong, and

that to receive a verdict, and discharge a jury without

the aid of a statute is error. But we submit that the
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proposition upon which the objection is based is clearly

the law.

" By the common law of England, it is certain that

" Sunday is dies non jiiridiciis^ and that any order, decree

"or judgment of any Court rendered on that day would

" be void. This seems to be clearly settled in the case

" of Swaner v. Broofne^ which was cited in the argument

" for plaintiff, and in which Lord Mansfield gives us

" an historical account of Sunday, and proves that no

^''judicial procedings had on that day can be validy

Chief Justice Parker, in

Pierce v. Ativood^ 13 Mass., 347.

See opinion of Chief Justice Thompson, in

Van Vetchen v. Paddock^ 12 Johns., 181.

At the date of this decision the statute of New York,

copied into most of the other States, permitted the

Court to receive a verdict and discharge the jury on

Sunday. It was this practice which led the attorneys

of the defendant to suppose that it was the rule of the

common law, and misled them into making the excep-

tion in the form in which it appears.

. In Butler v. Kelsey^ 15 Johns., 178, where a trial was

continued on Saturday night into the morning of

Sunday, when the jury retired and the verdict was re-

turned at four o'clock of that day, the judgment was

reversed by a unanimous court , and in

Houghtaling v. Osborne, the verdict was received on

Sunda}^, and a judgment entered same day, and it
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was set aside as void, the Court observing :
" It was

"proper to receive a verdict presuming that the jury

" was impaneled before Sunday commenced, but it was

"illegal to enter the judgment on Sunday."

In Strong v. Elliott, Sth Covvm, 27 ; Savage, C. /.,

said: "Sunday is stated in all th^ books to be dies non
^'^juridicus^—riot made so by statute, but by a canon of the

"church incorporated into the coinmon law." Further

on says the Judge :
" By the common law then it appears

that all judicial proceedings are prohibited on Sunday."

This case held that the making of an award on Sunday

by arbitrators was void, and refused to allow the statutory

rule in regard to receiving verdicts of juries, to be

applied to it.

Are instructions to a jury judicial acts ? Will anyone

dispute it? No more solemu judicial act can be per-

formed than that of giving instructions to a jury. The

entry of a judgment or an}' order is not more so.

It will not bear argument. The instructions them-

selves were prejudicial to the defendant, and we might

well have excepted to the matter of them on other

grounds than the power of the Court to give them. To

call a jury together after they had been twenty-four

hours in deliberation, without an}- request from them,

or either of the parties, and proceed to instruct them

that, for reasons affecting the trial of other cases then

pending, they would be required to make certain special

findings of fact, tended strongly to influence the jury

against the defendant. We are aware that in United

States Courts the Judges are at liberty to express their

opinions upon the facts, and that exceptions do not lie
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to such a course, but iustructious which imply that it is

the duty of the jury in the case before them to make

certain findings, are not without undue weight, and we

had to accept the consequences in this case. We submit

that the exceptions taken on this last ground must com-

mand the favor of this Court.

Finally, we cannot leave this interesting case without

an earnest endeavor to impress the Court with its

gravit}' and importance, not only to this plaintiff in

error, but to the cause of justice itself. The record

in this case shows that the defendant was, by the active

agents of the United States Land Department, accused

of this alleged trespass specified, and more than twenty

indictments were presented against him in the United

States District Court for the District of Idaho, therefor.

That the most elaborate preparation was made for the

trial of the same, and that witnesses for the plaintiff

were brought thousands of miles to ma.<:e good the

accusations That, protesting his entire innocence, and

his willingness to submit to a fair investigation, the de-

fendant through his counsel urged delay with a view of

having the Department which brought about this prose-

cution re-examine into the merits of the case. Unable

to make a legal showing for that purpose, he was forced

into the trial, the prosecuting officer selecting nine of

the indictments, covering practically all the offences in

this case, for trial. His witnesses were taken from

their homes in Kootenai County, Idaho, in the depth of

winter, and sent seven hundred miles to attend the trial

at Boise City, No case was ever more thorouglily or

more patientl_y or more carefully tried. No labor nor
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expense was spared by the Attorney of the United

States to sustain his case. Every art that an able and

erudite officer could employ to insure success, was

employed in that case. The result was an acquittal

when every influence was adverse to the defendant, and

the almost unlimited power of the govern mant within the

command of its officers, was used against him with

unsparing hand. The result of that trial, if it had

been in favor of the plaintiff, would not only have been

a fine and imprisonment, which a conviction would have

demanded, but the recovery by the plaintiff of three

ii7nes the value of the timber^ which the defendant was

alleged to have taken, as damages (Sec. 2461 U. S.

Revised Statutes).

The plaintiff then prayed that this defendant should

be fined and imprisoned, and that he pay into the

United States Treasury triple damages in addition.

That prosecution failed, but the Department was not

yet satisfied. Not content with having once failed in

their efforts before an unpiejudiced judge and jury, as

all Courts and juries are supposed to be, the same

diligent agents of the Department renewed Ithe assault.

Without denying that the same issue had been once

tried, fairly tried, and they defeated, where all the

influences were favorable to them and the plaintiff, they

transfer their charges to the District Court of Wash-

ington, and here they modestly demand, not three times

the value of the timber, as upon the former trial, but

aver that they will now be content with the actual value.

The audacity of the demand is only less surprising

than the result of the suit. Not content with the
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verdict and judgment of the United States District

Court of Idaho, and demanding, as we have insisted,

that they should be permitted to " re-examine the fact

once tried by jury," in defiance of the Constitution of

the United States itself, they have succeeded in extract-

ing from another Court and jury a verdict and judgment,

precisely the reverse of the one in Idaho. The Idaho

Court and the Idaho jury adjudged that Stone did not

cut or remove the ties or timber sued for, unlawfully.

The Court and jury of the United States in Washington

have decided that he did. The first judgment stands

unquestioned and unreversed. The last is here for

review by this tribunal. This plaintiff in error and his

counsel, are earnest in their belief that this judgment

is not only unjust in its personal application to him,

but that it is as illegal as it is unjust. We beg the Court

to consider not the consequences which an affirmance

would bring upon the plaintiff in error, for they furnish

no judicial reason for reversal, but to examine the prin-

ciples upon which this judgment rests carefully and

patiently. They are of the highest moment and broadest

application. No graver question, or more important prin-

ciples can ever come into this forum for adjudication.

Shall an issue once tried by jury and adjudged by a

Court of competent jurisdiction, between the same parties

on the same subject matter^ be opened and re-tried, at

the arbitrary suggestion of one of them, in another

court ?

Will fraud be presumed without proof, and a plaintiff

be permitted to secure and hold a verdict against a

defendant because he has not established his innocence ?
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Are settlers upon the public lauds of the United States

to which they have been invited by our generous laws

to make their homes, to be regarded as timber thieves

and land pirates, until they can get sufficient evidence

of their good citizenship in the form of a patent to

their lands ?

Is the bounteous aid of the government in granting

rights of way to railroad builders ou the public domain

of the west, to be limited to those roads that already

have the timber, and do not need the stimulus of the

government aid, or shall it be applied to those enter-

prising capitalists who are spanning waterless and tim-

berless regions of the vast interior and creating them

anew as homes for the masses of the country, as well ?

These are some of the questions involved, and we

do not exaggerate their importance in this argument.

The results of this decision cannot be overestimated or

exaggerated. We beg, therefore, that this Court will

give to it consideration commensurate to its merits, and

make it a landmark in the future jurisprudence of this

country.

We ask that the judgment be set aside and that the

action be dismissed.

JNO. R. McBRIDE,

Attorney for Plaintiff in Error.




